Observations of pulsars is the most complicated multi-step procedure, especially the pulsar timing. It is necessary to use a sophisticated algorithm of phase analysis both in pre-observation and data processing. The monitoring of the telescope and data acquisition systems must be reliable and simple in use during observing runs which may be several hours long. Finally, a large bulk of observational data (sometimes about 20 years of observations per pulsar), obtained with different hardware, must be transformed into files having a standard format and collected into a web-accessible database.
Due to technical possibilities we have to deal with a set of different PC-like and "Sun" computers under WindowsXX, Solaris 2.51 and Linux OS. The data acquisition system is based on DOS-computers, while the data processing and storing is based on Unix-computers. All computers at the Puschino Radio Astronomy Observatory (PRAO) are incorporated into the local network. The servers of PRAO are open to Web with restricted access for all users and full access for members of the group with the possibility to carry out on-line data processing and pulsar database management.
Let us consider the pulsar timing data processing in the frame of the data stream concept. In case of pulsar timing we are faced with the final goal in getting the only number -time-of-arrival of a pulse for every observing session. Hence, we have a kind of "funnel" with a large enter and extremely small exit. Now we have two main streams of the input dataone is from the Kalyazin radio telescope observation system at the 0.6 and 1.4 GHz frequencies and another from the PRAO BSA radio telescope at 111 MHz. All kinds of data have their specific hardware-limited formats that result in the necessity to maintain a set of generic data processing programs. Today we use about a dozen of different routines under different platforms to perform all steps of observation and data processing. Within the program unification we have elaborated routines to recode data into the unified format for improving a somewhat abnormal situation when the structure of data moving is similar to a "bush", not to a "tree" (see Fig. 1 ).
Our database formed by universal inner format files has its local "twin"-a database with the EPN-format files for users with restricted access. The processing of the final pulsar timing has been made with the TIMAPR program to calculate the residuals of the observed time-of-arrival from the theoretical prediction.
client-service connection · data exchange ---connection is under construcion Fig. 2 . User-system interaction scheme.
We can divide the user-system interaction into the following stages: (1) interactions in pre-observation and observation, (2) preliminary data processing and storing and (3) database access and final data processing ( Figs. 1 and 2 ).
All these stages apply the user-friendly programs which require a minimum of instruction. As a result, even a low-qualified person can deal with observations and data processing.
